Kit Includes:
t/ 2 front fenders
t/ 2 rear fenders
t/ 1 hood scoop
t/ 1 front valance

$1190.00
2 - 15X7S
2 - 15X8S
GOOD;ti'EAR

Plus 4 NCTS
205 / 60HR15S1599
235 / 60HR15
•

00

Tire & Wheel Package
FEATURING

Compomotive Wheels
FOR :

BMW 5301 • Datsun 280ZX
MAZDA RX7 • Porsche 924-911

2 - 15X7S
2 - 15X8S
GOODj<rrEAR

Plus 4 NCTS
205/60HR15S1190
235/60HR15
•

00

CALL ON OTHER GREAT
TIRE & WHEEL PACKAGES
FOR

SAAB • MUSTANG
CAPRI • SUPRA • CELICA
OTHER GREAT PRODUCTS:
Recaro • Momo • Wolf Seats
Dino Steering Wheels
KC Lites • Ungo Box
Ventre Air Dams

TURBO UPDATE KITS
RSR & IROC KITS
SEND $3 FOR CATALOG

American Int.-"Racing
149 E. Santa Anita
Burbank, CA 91502, Dept. G
213-845-7273

/BILSTEIN

All racing shocks are avai lable an d special
modifications ca n be made so we can provid e a
Bilstei n Sh oc k for all fore ign and domestic
ca rs . Orders sh ipped same day .

~
..,,'

R.

~

~"

PRESTIGE CAR CARE
DISTRIBUTORS R-2000
Bilstein 's New Super Rustproofing &
Point Sealant

KL.BAII . .SN_.ON SYSYIMS
40 Railroad Avenue, Hackensack, N .J . 07601

(201) 488·3779
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Project Xl/9, Part II
Testing the Targa Florio at Summit Point
By George D. Levy
The sleek little black wedge sped
by the s1artlfinish line in front of
a handful of concerned spectators at
the pit wall whose stopwatches
clicked simultaneously, causing a
murmur of conversation. Suddenly
the brake lights were on, the car's
momentum dissipating in the grip of
four tiny calipers. At the appropriate
moment there was a quick U-turn to
the right and into the pits, against
the normal flow of traffic.
But there was no other traffic to
be concerned with. It was· a weekday
in early November. The air was cool
and quiet and caressed by falling
leaves. And we were at Summit
Point, the picturesque West Virginia
race facil'ity owned by veteran racer
and race school instructor Bill Scott.
It was Scott who was at the wheel
of our now complete Fiat X 1/9
project car after he cordially agreed
to do the driving chores we'd need
to record representative lap times
for car, nee Targa Florio, a stock
'81 (what we started with) and a
stock 1976 X 1/9. Now after just
three laps Scott, who knows the
track better than any man alive, was
in the pits and getting out of the
car. Was there someth ing wrong?
Clearly no. Didn't he need to take
some more laps?
"What for?" came the reply from
the salt-and-pepper-haired former
SCCA champion, a man whO' could
probably maintain a good line
around The Point blindfolded. We
could .certainly prolong the
procedure, be exhaustive in our
search for extra tenths, perhaps
hundredths of seconds, but for times
which for all intents and purposes
would never be significantly
bettered, three laps would suffice.
We weren't complaining. We were
as anxious as anyone to see if our
modifications would show results on
the race track.

And there was some doubt as to
what we'd find. After all, our
philosophy had been to maximize
street performance, not turn our
Targa into an F-production car with
sheepski n seatcovers. At the fi rst
stage of develop:nent (AutoWeek,
June 1), we'd installed sway bars
and Koni shocks to improve
transitional response and altered
spring perches all around to lower
the car and improve suspension
geometry, but we'd intentionally kept
spring rates at or near stock levels.
We wanted improved handling, but
not at the expense of ride.
And we'd been extremely pleased
with the suspension we had
developed with the, assistance of
Electrodyne Inc., P.O. Box 358,
Alexandria, VA 22313, (800) 3363096. After a few early development
problems it had become right. The
car was virtually unchanged from
stock in the ride department, but
handling response was· improved
significantly. What we wanted was a
car that turned in better, took a set
quicker and ultimately cornered
better, and we felt we'd succeeded.
This was confirmed, at least
subjectively, after we had lent the
car to Dave Meredith, a Midwest
representative for the X 119 Registry
club, who gave th is assessment:
"The differences with the Targa
Florio suspension were little subtle
enhancements, not huge, dramatic
changes. The sway bars made it
corner that much flatter. The Pirelli
P7s were that much more sticky. It
was like icing on an already nice
cake."
After Meredith drove the car, we
sent it East, to Serra Enterprises,
Inc., 279 Adams St., Bedford Hills,
NY 10507, (914) 666-4690, a shop
specializing in Fiat, Lancia, Alfa and
BMW drivetrain work.
Ideally, what we wanted to have
done was Serra's top street package

which, for under $2,000 installed
would have given us a claimed 0-60
capability of under seven seconds.
The package is broken into three
parts. Starting from the bottom,
forged 10.4:1 pistons replace the
stock 8.5:1 soup cans at a cost of
$325 for the fully ringed set or $425
installed. Next, and most important,
the stock head is exchanged for a
ported and polished head with
combustion chambers modified to
the shape of a Euro-spec 1,500cc
head (Current 1.5-liter U.S.-spec
X 1/9s still use what is basically the
old 1.3-liter head; the Euro head
provides more complete combustion,
more even burning of the fuel
mixture). Equally important, the
intake and exhaust valves are
replaced with larger units, the X 1/9
being extremely sensitive to
breathing improvements.
On an exchange basis, the head
costs $525, about $625 installed. The
final piece of the set is a pair of 40
DCNF Webers with 'a ppropriate
manifolding, $460 installed. Joe
Serra, the technical wizard behind
Serra Enterprises, allows how the
fuel injection system on cars so
equipped need not be scrapped for
the Webers, making things less
expensive at the start, but some
modifications to the air box are
necessary to make it compatible
with the head and increased
compression.
Add $195 for one of Serra's own
exhaust systems and for $1,705
plus incidentals you've got a 2,100-pound mid-engined car that brews
119 HP from 91.4 cubic inches, and
it will live on a 3-to-1 mixture of
super unleaded to regular gasoline.
Or you can do it yourself for $3-400
less.
Like we say, that's what we
intended, but time was not on our
side. It was getting late in the
season. We didn't look forward to
track testing on snow treads. So we
asked Serra to give the engine a
quick pick-me-up, something that
would only require a day or two in
the shop.
What he selected and installed
for us was a mild .camshaft (part no.
070-0160) suited to the fuel injection
system, not reground but a treated,
tempered, nitrated and hardened
original steel cam which lists
complete for $165. That would give
us a bit of additional breathing, and
to take advantage of it, a Serra
four-into-one exhaust with a lowrestriction 'turbo' muffler (the
familiar Corvair Turbo Spyder unit),
a $195 kit including all clamps and
gaskets.
Installed, it was a $580 package
complete, including a new 21 mm
timing belt, something recommended
highly by many sources for modified
X 1/9 engines. And it worked, 0-60
now being a nine-second exercise
instead of 11-plus. The engine had
been made more flexible at only a
minimal expense in driveability. Low
end was little changed if at \all, but
once the tach walks to 3,500 RPM,
it runs to redline and still seems
eager beyond.
To make long distance touring
more pleasant, we turned to MIAH,
Inc., 6660 Bush Blvd., Columbus, OH
43229, (800) 848-7383, for a reasonable cost, high output AMIFM
cassette system. In the dash, taking
up the same space as the original
radio, is a Mitsubishi RX-79 cassette
deck boasting a clean 10 watts per
channel (RMS). Features include

£l1J!lJJ.
PHH Carburetor
Kits

. Increase Horsepower
20-30%
Without engine modification!

Bill Scott in Turn One, top; Mitsubishi
RX-79 cassette makes tidy dash installation, above; Visonik 3200, right.
Dolby noise reduction, metal tape
capability, auto reverse, separate
bass and treble control and a muchappreciated row of five push buttons.
The sound emanates from a pair of
door-mounted Vlsonik 3200 two-way
speakers, with a 4-inch woofer and
1-inch soft-dome tweeter in an
aluminum box housing. Completing
the package is a Hirschmann blackfinish manual antenna.
MIAH is offering .the complete
package at a special price of $369.95,
and though we're more attuned to
judging exhaust notes than the blare
of a stereo, we're impressed with
what the system offers at the price.
Now we were at the track. The
stock, 1,300cc, four-speed '76 X 1/9
had struggled to a 1 :54.55 on
165/70SR 13 Pirelli P3s. On the
same tires, a 'stock' 1981 injected
car (a mildly Showroom Stockprepared car, to be more exact)
turned a 1.48:78, demonstrating the
huge improvement the X 119 has
undergone over the last few years.
"That's impressive," said Scott, a
quiet, serious man not easily
impressed. "If you took a pair of
Porsche 911 s or BMW 320s five
years apart you might see some
minor improvement. Datsun 280ZXs are going downhill. But the
improvement between the '76 and
the '81 is unusual."
It was time for the Targa Florio.
Scott was skeptical.
"On this track the suspension is
much more important than the
engine. And you're flat-out so much
of the time here the engine
improvement probably won't be a
factor.
"The suspension is better than the
stock car, but not that much better.
The only thing the suspension does
that is very, very good is that it has
a short time of transition. On the
stocker, there's a set period where
you have to go through and then see
what it's gOing to do. The modified
car makes a crisper, sharper
transition.
"It's a good 'suspension for the
street enthusiast, but I think if you
put the same tires on the stock '81
car, you'd go just as fast."

We decided to put his conjecture
to the test. We mounted the Pirelli
P3s on the Targa Florio and sent
him off. Three laps, and the brake
lights came on just after the finish
line. The result: 1 :45.57, or an
improvement of 3.21 seconds. Scott
is surprised. We smile. Then send
him back out with the P7s: 1:44.07,
and another 1.5 seconds. We're
pleased, but we know there's more
there to be had. During the summer,
the P7s had outperformed the P3s by
better than three seconds a lap, but
the track now was too cool to get the
temperature-sensitive P7s up to
peak operating heat.
As a lark, we install a set of P7
race tires. No other changes. No
camber or alignment changes, not
even an adj ustment of the spring
collars. This is a street car, driven
down from New Jersey the night
before, then driven to the track
without .any tweaks or special
attention. Click: 1 :40.06. Four
seconds despite temperatures too
cool for these tires, too. On a
summer race day with temperatures
in the 70s or 80s and a clean, sticky
track surface, we could expect times
all the way around of perhaps 2.5-3
seconds faster.
We're pleased, not only because
we have realized hoped for
improvements at the track, but
because that's only the half of it.
On the street, where the engine isn't
always operating near redline and
you don.'t know what's around the
next corner, the Targa Florio's
improved range of capability, its
flexibility, comes to the fore. Partthrottle acceperation and the
suspension's transitional behaviorqualities whose importance is
maximized on the street, minimized
on the track-are much improved.
Track improvements for street cars
mean only so much. There's a big
difference between knowing and not
knowing what's around the next
bend. Witness the difference in setup between a top tarmac rally car
and a top raci ng car.
Perhaps most gratifying
was the final wQrd from Scott:
"I would do that to my car." ~o

You can install the same Mikuni PHH
Carbs on your carthat have been race·
proven world wide to increase horse·
power up to 30% - without engine
modification. Each easy·to-bolt-on Mlkuni
Kitcontains: PHH carbs, specially designed
short aluminum manifold for maximum
suction efficiency, chrome-plated linkage
shaft, cast aluminum alloy link levers,
gaskets, hoses, complete hardware and detailed instructions for quick, complete
installation. And we have a full system of jets
and replacement parts, too. For high efficiency and high performance from idle to
wide open throttle, get a Mikuni Carb Kit
today.

IMPORTANT: Federal law prohibits

the modification to any part of emission control systems for vehicles
used on the street or highway. Mikuni
PHH Carburetors and Kits are legal in
California only . for racing vehicles
which may never be used upon a
highway. For other states, please
check your local laws.
Specially designed kits available for
most Chrysler, Datsun, Toyota and
Volkswagen 4&6 cylinder engines.
.
In NY, CT and NJ. Mikuni PHH Carb Kits are
available through INTERSPORT, N.Y. (516) 7478805.

Send $1.00 for complete catalogl
LOOK FOR MIKUNI'S QUALlTY. __ BUILT INTO EVERY UNIT

£JI:mj]] AMERICAN CORPORA
rlON
(213) 873-2101
8910 Mikunl Avenue. Northridge. California 91324 /
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